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Hello, and welcome to our last newsletter of the original three-year IOA
programme. In 2017 no one could have predicted that as we saw out the last
furlong of the programme we would see such unprecedented changes to how
we provide education to pupils and how we support families.
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I have been heartened and impressed by the tireless professionalism,
dedication, and efficiency that colleagues across schools, and the
organisations that support, them have shown for children, families and
community. We all want to say a heartfelt thank you for the difference you
make to the young people of Ipswich.
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In February 2018 the Department for Education published a plan to improve
social mobility in Ipswich, focusing on four priorities with highly ambitious
targets. We want to take this opportunity to celebrate your successes so
far, highlighted by case studies on the programmes and work completed.
Schools and practitioners have led a wide range of projects throughout the
last two years and I’m delighted to hear about the impact made, and what
being an Opportunity Area has meant for them and their students.
As Government announce a further year of funding this week, we can look
ahead to a Year 4 for the programme. With input from schools and wider
stakeholders’ plans have drawn upon the learning of the last three years:
what has worked, what needs more time to embed, and what gaps need
to be filled to create sustainable plans. The impact of COVID-19 has called
for prioritisation of Mental Health, Wellbeing and
Resilience work, as well as an enhanced early years
offer and development of collaborative system
leadership. Recovery plans will also support our
young people with catch up in September.
I hope you take the time over the summer to rest,
recharge and return in September ready for a very
new school term.
Richard Lister
Independent Chair Ipswich Opportunity Area
Partnership Board
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Year 4 Offers in a Nutshell
Phase

Offer

Next Steps

EYFS

All EY settings can access funded Mental Health First

Jemma Hudson has

Aid training, to ensure there is a trained practitioner in

emailed to all settings
Jemma.Hudson@suffolk.gov.uk

every setting
EYFS

All EY settings without a WellComm assessment
toolkit can apply to have one for their setting, as well
as training to support practitioners to confidently
assess and monitor progress of children who

Complete an initial application for your
kit here
Information on training will follow in the
Autumn

need support with early speech, language and
communication needs
Primary
and
Secondary
schools
Post 16

SWERL is an evidence informed framework designed
by UCL, which provides a whole school approach
for monitoring and evaluation of children’s wellbeing
and mental health, along with supporting training.
It includes a comprehensive audit tool and regular
access to expert support and research.

To express an interest in SWERL or find
out more contact Katrina Gardiner:
k.gardiner@uos.ac.uk

Schools that have had SWERL before will be
offered further support and funding to sustain and
embed whole-school approaches
Schools that haven’t benefited from SWERL
already will be able to access the training, support
and funding to implement approaches
Primary
and
Secondary
schools

Individual mental health support will be available for

Primary
and
Secondary
schools

We have set aside a significant portion of Year 4

vulnerable children and young people, identified by

Details will be sent out to schools in
Autumn term

schools in Autumn.

funding to support Y6-7 transition work. We are
looking for primary and secondary staff involved in
transition to join a working group in Autumn term to

Contact Jacqueline Bircham,
jacqueline.bircham@newanglia.co.uk,
if you would like to join the working
group

establish an appropriate offer to Ipswich (and Ipswich
feeder) schools for transition in Summer 2021, as well
as in year transitions.
Secondary
schools

The successful “What A Difference a Day Makes”
Year 11 Maths GCSE intervention programme will be

Details will be sent out to schools in
Autumn term

continued in 2020/21, this year with additional support
for GCSE English.
Additional tutoring will be offered to complement the
national offer enabling schools additional capacity to
target pupils whose progress has been most affected
by school closures.
We’ll be busy firming up offers of support over the Summer. Offers will be communicated to schools and
settings over the 2020-21 academic year, allowing us to respond to the needs and capacity of schools:
Wave 1 Offers – September 2020 | Wave 2 Offers – Nov/Dec 2020 | Wave 3 Offers – Late Feb 2021
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What has OA funding enabled?
99% of educational establishments in Ipswich have had OA funded programmes including early
education through the private, voluntary and independent sectors, nursery, primary and secondary
schools, alternative provision, SEND and Post 16.
Early Years practitioners have benefited from a programme of support and training to further increase
professional development in this area.
Schools have invested over £1m of OA funds in strengthening their workforce through CPD plans,
leadership training and Coaching and Mentoring.
60 educational establishments have undertaken 30 research informed school improvement projects
through the Evidence Based Practice Fund.
Primary schools have implemented a World of Work programme to ignite and stimulate careers
information for Key Stage Two.

SAVE THE DATE –
Year Four Launch Event
Join us for our Year 4 programme launch on Wednesday 16 September at 2.00pm online and
at a central Ipswich venue. We’ll publish our impact report on the first 3 years of the Ipswich
Opportunity Area, and look ahead at the programmes schools and settings can access in 202021. Year 4 will focus on sharing good practice beyond the Opportunity Area, and building a long
lasting legacy for young people in Ipswich after government funding. We would love to have you
join us to share your views and shape the programme going forward.
ipswichopportunityarea.co.uk/latest-news
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Priority 1: Skills to Learn
Examples of programmes supporting priority 1 can be found on our website.

Developmental Movement and Play
In 2018 discussions with a wide range of early years practitioners in Ipswich
indicated that settings were keen to develop their skills to support children’s
resilience and their ability to learn. Research shows that there are emerging
links associating physical play of various kinds with academic progress and
cognitive self-regulation, and with social competence.
Developmental Movement Play (DMP) is an approach which gives
opportunities for children to indulge in free-flow, child-led, spontaneous
movement play. 48 practitioners in Ipswich have attended training with
Penny Greenland, with positive feedback on the confidence of practitioners
and the impact on children.

Healthlands
Heathlands Pre-school have embraced the DMP approach and because of
the positive impact they have seen across the setting are keen to develop
their physical development curriculum even further. Marie, the manager,
explains that the setting is calmer and children are more independent and
confident. The movement play area enables children to interact differently
and with different groups of children. Several children, particularly those
with special educational needs, have made significant progress which
Marie attributes partly to the development movement play provision that
the pre-school has put in place. The pre-school made the decision to use
some of their training grant from the Ipswich Opportunity Area to continue
to work with Penny Greenland and expand their developmental movement
play provision even further. It’s great to hear that the pre-school have
appeared in a series of video clips created by Penny about the impact of her
developmental movement play training.
Find out more or see Developmental Movement Play’s Youtube for short
informative clips.
We have a continuing and comprehensive support offer for EY schools and
settings in 2020-21. If you are interested in hearing more, get in touch with
the IOA Early Years Lead, Jemma Hudson: jemma.hudson@suffolk.gov.uk
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SWERL – Supporting Wellbeing and
emotional resilience through learning
SWERL is an evidence informed framework designed by UCL, which
provides a whole school approach for monitoring and evaluation of
children’s wellbeing and mental health, along with supporting training. It
includes a comprehensive audit tool and regular access to expert support
and research. 18 Schools in Ipswich have undertaken SWERL audits and
implemented whole school approaches – more information is available on
the website.
SWERL is an evidence informed framework designed by UCL, which
provides a whole school approach for monitoring and evaluation of
children’s wellbeing and mental health, along with supporting training. It
includes a comprehensive audit tool and regular access to expert support
and research. 18 Schools in Ipswich have undertaken SWERL audits and
implemented whole school approaches – more information is available on
the website.

Gusford
Gusford Primary School undertook SWERL, using their implementation
funding the school implemented the Thrive approach and introduced
a four-legged addition to the school – Pebbles the therapy dog!
Pebbles has improved parental engagement, more parents are now
engaging in conversation with the Head teacher on the gate, and at
school events. Parents are following Pebbles on Twitter & Instagram
and engaging with the posts.
We have introduced Thrive in our setting and currently have two staff
training to be Thrive practitioners. This will take us from ‘introducing to
‘embracing’ Thrive status. Although only recently introduced, for the
group that are receiving thrive there has been a 25% improvement in
attendance so far.”
“We used £2050 of our SWERL budget on furniture and resources for the
Rainbow and the Merlin rooms to support our work with THRIVE and to
provide spaces more suitable for supervision and counselling sessions and
benches and play equipment for playgrounds.
“We also used our SWERL funding clinical supervision with a psychotherapist
for frontline staff. It has been very beneficial in a school with such a high
volume of pupils with complex emotional needs for both staff and pupils.”
SWERL is part of our Year 4 offer to schools. If you have had SWERL
funds previously you are eligible for up to £4000 to further develop and
embed your work. Schools new to SWERL can benefit from up to £8000 to
introduce the most effective programmes from the first three years of the
project. Contact Katrina Gardiner, k.gardiner@uos.ac.uk, for more details
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Volunteering Matters How youth social action is
supporting the community
during COVID-19
At Volunteering Matters we listen to young people enabling
them to solve the issues most important to them and
their local communities. We give them the power to make
change happen and we ensure their voice is heard.
This approach to youth social action has enabled young
people to lead on the development of packs to support
potentially isolated families throughout the period
of Covid-19. The packs include activities for primary
school children, based around the characters created
by the young people themselves – Astra and Patrick.
Developed as a result of award-winning youth social
action programmes WASSUP and We are Patrick, The
Astra and Patrick characters are modern day superheroes,
with the power of resilience and emotional strength. Our
young volunteers animated the characters especially for
the packs.
Two hundred packs have been produced every two weeks.
Youth Social Action Volunteers have met weekly to decide
and inform on the content of the packs, including recently
the Black Lives Matter movement for children. Packs are
distributed by local primary schools, reaching families
from 13 different nationalities.
Find about more about how Volunteering Matters have
continued to help the local community during COVID -19.
“I just wanted to say that we have had some amazing
feedback from our vulnerable families about the packs that
were delivered. They loved the games and activity books
and everyone has been very appreciative. Thank you so
much!”
Deputy Head Teacher
The Beeches Primary
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Priority 2: World class support for the
teaching profession
IOA Senior School Leads
From September 2019 IOA funds supported 10 Senior School Lead posts
across 11 schools. These School Leads provided additional SLT capacity
within the school to embed IOA programmes and lead on projects
supporting disadvantaged students. For this issue we’ve asked our school
leads to highlight some of the work they have been doing:
Lynette Allison, Cliff Lane Primary
Working alongside practitioners from the Eko Trust based in Kaizen school
in Newham, Cliff Lane Primary have been working to improve KS2 outcomes
through quality, focussed first teaching, well targeted intervention and
improved parental engagement
Find out more about the impact of this work

Andy Smith, Westbourne Academy
Andy has supported the embedding of a wide range of programmes at
Westbourne. Here we find out more about their Transition Programme
which was originally introduced with funding support from the IOA in
2017/2018.

Hayley Dennis - Rose Hill Primary School
Rose Hill have become a Forest School working hard to address:
Disengagement from the curriculum
Pupils not achieving full potential due to low confidence, resilience, selfbelief and motivation.
Lack of outdoor experiences
Attendance gap
Forest School Programme at Rose Hill

Liz Donaldson - Morland
Alongside her school lead role, Liz has also been training with CUREE as a
Mentor, and has used these skills to introduce a coaching and mentoring
programme into the school. This has helped to:
Raise awareness of research led practices in schools
Increase professional confidence
Improve classroom practice
Improve teaching and learning for pupils
More information
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Priority 2: continued
Shelene Jordan - Stoke High School – Ormiston Academy
“Focusing on reading for pleasure across the whole school meant we could
support all our students and their progress. Research informs us that reading
is a key skill in building and supporting learning. Language acquisition,
developing writing as a craft and exploring and analysing concepts are all
rooted in the ability to read fluently. We know, however, once students leave
primary school this focus is lost – both in terms of schools’ expectations and
students/parental involvement. We needed to find ways of breaking down
this barrier and to put reading back on the agenda for all stakeholders.”
More information on Reading for Pleasure

Mark Pattinson – Ipswich Academy
“Working with a group of difficult-to-reach students to reduce fixed-term
exclusions, improve attendance and support positive mental health and
wellbeing”
More information on Ipswich Academy

“This year Cliff Lane had an unusual situation with

“My school lead role has enhanced the whole school

interim leadership so the additional capacity Lynette

focus on the context of the school population

provided was invaluable. It was hugely beneficial

by broadening the school’s understanding of

that Lynette was able to independently drive forward

Pupil Premium funding uses to support the most

specific projects and ensure they made an impact.”

vulnerable children”

Ipswich Education –
getting better all the time
In 2016 Ipswich was identified as an Opportunity Area with strong capacity
for progress to be made, and where the right support could make a real
difference to the lives of young people. Three years ago, there were five
secondary schools in Ipswich rated “Requires Improvement” by Ofsted,
and three rated “Good”. Now, we see seven rated “Good”. The schools have
worked extremely hard for this, we are glad to have been able to support
and build capacity to help them make this impressive, positive change.
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Unity Research School – supporting IOA
schools through Covid 19 disruption
As part of the 40 strong Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) Research
School Network, Unity Research School has continued to provide support
since the outset of the pandemic in England through bespoke online events,
our monthly newsletter, a dedicated section on our website and via Twitter
Part of our system support involved us in the development process of a
brand new selection of EEF Covid-19 resources for parents and schools. This
second set, developed in response to the EEF’s rapid evidence assessment
of the existing research on approaches that schools could use, or were
already using, to support the learning of pupils while schools are closed due
to Covid-19; these evidence-based resources drew on recommendations
of existing Guidance Reports and were designed to be used by schools
to support the home learning of pupils during restricted school opening.
One notable collaboration with two other Research Schools, like Unity,
designated as DfE EdTech Demonstrator Schools, produced a series of
linked video presentations unpacking the recommendations of the guidance
report, Using digital technology to improve learning, launched at researchED
Norwich in mid-June.
Forthcoming autumn term activity offering exciting opportunities for
involvement by schools in the region include:
brand new Evidence Informed NQT/ECT series on ‘best bets’ from
evidence
a menu of bespoke opportunities to link with Unity’s Marc Rowland
in exploring provision and strategies to maximise outcomes for
disadvantaged and vulnerable learners
extended training on the strategic deployment of TAs through our
Making best use of TAs programme (as hubs or individual schools)
extended training on developing metacognition and self-regulation
brand new Evidence Lead in Education network
researchED Ipswich (remotely) on Saturday 7 November 2020
For further information see our website or contact Jo Francis,
jfrancis@unitysp.co.uk, to register interest in any of the above.
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Priority 3 Improve attainment through evidencebased practice in the teaching of English
and Maths
Schools in Ipswich OA have been supported to develop their evidence based
approaches, particularly in the teaching of English and Maths through a range of
grant programmes. We’ll publish our impact report in Autumn, as well as creating
a toolkit for schools to share approaches that have been particularly impactful
across Ipswich.

What a Difference a Day Makes
Over the last two years a partnership between Ipswich secondary schools and
the University of Suffolk has enabled over 200 students to receive support
to prepare for Maths GCSEs on Saturday mornings through the IOA “What a
Difference a Day Makes” programme, with noticeable improvements in GCSE
outcomes.

Ipswich and Norwich Opportunity Areas and NEACO are working in collaboration
this summer to provide a skills and learning based “Step Up” tutoring programme
for those students who were year 11 leavers this year, and who will be attending
Suffolk New College this September.
The programme aims to provide 24 hours of extra online learning and tuition to
around 35 students from Ipswich: 3 hours a week of commitment from young
people to improve their English, Mathematics and Study Skills in preparation
for their next step into college. This learning will be fully supported by tutors
and mentors, encouraging and coaching students to get the most from the
opportunity.
The programme came about as a response to the current pandemic. As Year 11s
faced an abrupt end to their school career, and a long period without learning,
this Summer programme helps increase confidence and independence for
post 16 study. As well as providing wellbeing sessions, NEACO has provided
additional support in the form of vouchers for students who stay the course to
help with the cost of resources for their college course in September. Students
in low income families with limited access to technology received laptops to
support their online learning.
More details can be found here.
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Priority 4 – Inspiring Ambitious Careers
The Ipswich Pitch

The Ipswich Pitch, a Dragon Den style event, was organised by the IOA in
partnership with 4YP and their youth advisory group the Youth Opportunity
Unit (Y.O.U.) The pitches covered a broad range of ideas to address issues
which are important to young people in the IOA.
The competition was set up after research suggested many children and
teenagers felt their views were not being listened to. People aged between
10 and 25 were invited to submit ideas for projects which would advance the
Opportunity Area’s four main goals - improving life for babies and toddlers,
boosting education standards, benefiting the community and raising
people’s ambitions.
The best were invited to pitch their ideas to a panel of judges in an event
held at the University of Suffolk’s Waterfront Building. They originally looked
to award three projects £3,000 each - but were so impressed with the
entries that three were given £2,000, while two entrants were awarded
£3,000 on the condition they combine their efforts.
The winners were:
Opre Chavale Youth Awakening: Awarded £2,000 to set up
twice-weekly meeting to improve education for young people in
Ipswich’s Roma community.
Westbourne Academy’s Mental Emotional Stable Societies
(MESS) group: Awarded £2,000 to present mental health
workshops to year-four and year-five pupils in the secondary
school’s feeder primaries.
Women Against Sexual Exploitation and Violence Speak Up
(WASSUP) Mommas: Awarded £2,000 to widen its activities and
create new groups of young mums who help each other to raise
their children free from fear.
Gainsborough Community Library’s Have you Heard?! Group and Future
Female Society’s Girls Where You At? Group: Awarded joint grant of
£3,000. Have You Heard?! proposed a new podcast series by young
people aged as young as 10, while Girls Where You At? suggested using
radio, video, music and other mediums to explore girls’ mental health.

icanbea… Website and App
The Team at icanbea… have been working hard over the last few months,
supporting local schools and students who have had so much to deal with
during the Covid 19 crisis. 2020 started well with a number of workshops
and events booked in, and a full range of new lesson plans, a teacher
dashboard and the virtual tours available, however drom mid-March we
were able to make the IOA funded resources publicly available, allowing us
to support as many students as possible to stay engaged in work inspiration
and researching their potential for future education or employment.
More information
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Careers & Coffee
Jordan Holder and Josie Finch of New Anglia LEP’s Enterprise Adviser
Network team have created a Live YouTube show called ‘Careers & Coffee’.
Broadcast Live during term time at 12:30 every Tuesday & Thursday, Jordan
hosts and interviews a range of guests with varying careers including: Crown
Court Judges, FTSE 100 Chairs, Fashion Models, STEM professionals and
everything in between.
Josie produces the show and liaises with guests and leads on the technical
side of New Anglia LEP’s new initiative to boost virtual encounters for young
people with local employers.
What makes Careers and Coffee unique is that students can post questions
which Jordan puts to the guests live so that students can better understand
the roles of the professionals he is interviewing.
Jordan and Josie look forward to welcoming you to their next broadcast to
ask questions to their guests, LIVE!
Careers & Coffee on YouTube

Primary World of Work
Over the past two years, the Primary World of Work initiative has ensured
Ipswich’s primary pupils had access to a full range of career related learning
and world of work opportunities.
The aim is to raise aspirations of children, tackle gender stereotypes and
give an insight into the careers for the future. We have worked in partnership
with over 20 schools with over 30 employers onboard, including The Port
Authority, Spin Ipswich, The New Wolsey Theatre and British Telecom.
These employers have given children a unique insight and understanding
of their industries. We have created a Primary School Gatsby Benchmark
to ensure primary schools are addressing the full range of recommended
experiences and opportunities for careers-related learning as well as
providing evidence for impact of this work. A full range of World of Work
lesson plans have also been created so that the project can continue to be
delivered within schools.
Rose Hill Primary have been one of the schools to participate in
the World of World project. Deputy head, Adam Wilson was full
of praise for the project.
“Rose Hill have been part of the World of Work project since
the beginning of the year. We have benefited from a number of
activities on the project including employer activities in school
and visits out. Year 5 pupils had a wonderful visit to the University
of Suffolk. The children worked alongside students from the
university to look at the range of different courses on offer to
them. The project has really helped raise pupil aspirations and
gave a number of students clear direction for future career
opportunities and steps needed to achieve their goals
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As the summer term draws to a close, the neaco Team at the University
of Suffolk are reflecting on the successes of their virtual delivery and the
upcoming autumn term. During the COVID-19 lockdown period, the team
has continued to work closely with their schools to provide support to all
target students from Years 9 to 13. The support provided through virtual
platforms, as with the support we would normally offer face-to-face, varied
slightly in delivery between schools, yet remained constant across the
county and the wider neaco Project.
Examples of the support provided by the neaco Team include, but are not
limited to, pre-recorded assemblies, e-mentoring and the development of
new resources. Nicola Garratt, our Arts, Media & Design Specialist HEC, has
supplied 140 arts packs across six schools and we are about to embark on
a mentoring programme for Year 10 students with an organisation called
Brightside. In addition to our local offer, which remains reactive to the needs
of individual schools, the neaco partnerships have formed Cross County
Teams who are all busy working on some new and exciting resources. Over
the summer break, our HECs will be supporting the ‘What A Difference A Day
Makes’ programme and providing support to students on A Level results day.
The Parent/Carer Ambassador Project has surpassed its target for engaging
with parents and carers this year. We adapted to lockdown by creating a
higher education Facebook page called H.E. Family Zone. The page currently
has 151 likes and has proven to be an excellent way to sustain engagement
with parents and carers. We recently ran a Design a Uni competition. Each
week for four weeks we posted a tutorial video to help pupils in school years
3-9 design a different part of their dream university. Last week 26 families
submitted entries for our Design a Uni competition. Every parent and carer
who completed our evaluation form indicated that their child had learnt
something about university by participating in the competition. 77% of
parents and carers indicated they were more likely to encourage their young
people to attend university as a result of taking part in the event.
As we continue to provide support to target schools across Suffolk, please
contact suffolk@takeyourplace.ac.uk if you have any ideas that will assist
us in our endeavours.
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